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MATHEMATICS 
ON CURRENTS AND THEIR INVARIANT DERIVATIVES. III 
BY 
J. A. SCHOUTEN 
(Communicated at the meeting of November 24, 1956) 
In the second paper of this series we introduced the VN (valence-number) 
-method for quantities alternating in their upper and in their lower 
indices. For the case of upper valences l and 0 FRoLICHER and NrJENHUIS 
had generalized Cartan's calculus of forms by introducing next to the 
existing symbols A for the exterior multiplication and d for the exterior 
differentiation a symbol 7' for multiplication with transvection over 
one index and a symbol [,]for certain invariant differential operators. 1) 
They defined these operators in an intrinsic way and they proved that 
these operations together form a class that can be characterized by four 
simple axioms. We expressed the hope that the authors should extend 
their very important theory to the cases with contravariant valences > l. 
With respect to the formal side this hope is already fulfilled as NrJENHUIS 
introduced in a long correspondence on this subject 2) the symbols i"k 
for multiplications with transvection over k indices and J k for contractions. 
Comparing results made clear that the coefficients in the definitions of 
the most important products with transvection can be chosen in two 
essentially different ways 3), and that each way has its typical advantages 
and disadvantages. We give in the first section a survey of the VN-
method with these coefficients and with a new and important abbrevi-
ation. With the consent of Mr. NrJENHUIS we give in the second section 
an account of the GC (generalized Cartan)-method in its most developed 
form. Here also a general form is given for all possible homogeneous 
differential concomitants of order l. 
Fundamental identities are proved in the third section and the last 
section deals with applications to the theory of currents. 
§ l. The V N -method. Products and adapted coefficients 
We consider in the following only tensors (or tensordensities) that 
are alternating in all upper and all lower indices, and products of the form 
( l.l) 
1 ) [1], [2]. 
2 ) Especially in his letter of 6-9-'56, hereafter referred to as NL 56. 
3 ) For a simple case these two ways were already mentioned in ScHOUTEN, 
[5], p. ll8 f. 
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for which we write 
( 1.2) Rt+u-k _ p[t-rlalbl Qg-s]cldl p+q-k- Y [p-ulalcl q-vlbldl 
a+b+c+d=k; a+b=r; c+d=s; a+c=u; b+d=v 
Here y is a constant that will be fixed later. For products with trans-
vections of more factors the same holds. The rules for the VN-method are: 
l. All indices are suppressed and for every alternating set that plays 
an independent role only the valence number appears; 
2. The signs [ ], () for alternating and mixing and the sign II for with-
drawing a set from the influence of an alternation or a mixing are 
used as usual; 
3. Moreover I I is always used to mark the different transvected sets; 
4. For every product with or without transvections there is a constant 
coefficient y called adapted that depends entirely on the valences 
occurring in this term, and that will be chosen so that it is most 
efficient for computing; 
5. In order to avoid ambiguity every transvected set gets a subindex, 
but where no ambiguity is to be feared, f.i. in the case of only one 
transvected set, the subindex can be dropped 1 ). 
The choice of the adapted coefficients is closely connected with the 
choice of the coefficient in the definition of Cartan's exterior multipli-
->-
cation A. A contravariant vector v" is often written v, dropping the 
index " and in the same way w can be written for the covariant vector 
W;.. From the point of view of coordinate systems this is only a welcome 
abbreviation but from the point of view where no coordinatesystems are 
used for the definition of vectors and tensors, it is the only notation 
that is adequate to vectors defined in this ,intrinsic" way. 
From the first point of view the base of a coordinate system (") coincides 
" ->- " 
with the fixed vectors e", e;. and these vectors can also be written e, e. The 
• J. ->-
base of another coordinate system (x') coincides with other fixed vectors 
"' _,.. "' 
e", e;., written also e, e. Now we define new "vectors" 
A' A.' --7 
-+ " J. (1.3) e;. = e e;. ; e" = e e" 
" ~ -+ A 
-+ 
These "vectors" eA, e" belong to (x) and they change with a transformation 
-+ 
of coordinates into the "vectors" e;.,, e"' belonging to (x'), just as the com-
ponents W;. of a vector w change into W;.,. In fact the "vectors" ?, e" 
can be looked upon as a kind of "vectorcomponents" of the unit tensor A1. 
1) This rule comes instead of the rule 5) in ScHOUTEN [6] p. 382 and makes 
every ambiguity impossible. 
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From the intrinsic point of view there are no coordinatesystems but in 
the finite case we can just as well form different bases and for these bases 
--.. 
the notation e;,, e" is most adequate. 
Be now ® the general product of vectors defined in an intrinsic way. 
Then a covariant tensor can be defined as a sum of products of vectors 
of a covariant base 
(1.4) Wp = W;., ... J.P C;.1 18) ••• 18) C;.P 
--.. -+ 
If wP happens to be a p-vector, that is, if w;., ... J.P is alternating in A.1 ... A.P, 
then (1.4) can also be written 
(1.5) 
Then, at the right hand side, a new product of the vectors e' arises. 
This is the exterior product introduced by E. CARTAN. For this product 
we may introduce a special symbol by writing 
(1.6) 
and similarly for the contravariant case. The choice of the coefficients 
iXP is entirely free 1 ). For the A-product of vP and wq we find 
Now there are two possibilities: 
l. iXP is chosen such that the product vP A wa, if written out such that 
equal terms are taken together, gets only terms with coefficients ± l. 
This is only possible if iXP=p! This is the value of iXP adopted by CARTAN 
and by most of his pupils. We write for iXP and if necessary for A in this 
a a 
case <XP, A. 
2. We chose iXP in such a way that the coefficient in the right hand 
side of (7) gets the most simple form. Then iXP =I. This is the value of 
R. B 
iXP used in Ricci Calculus 1). We write in this case iXP and, if necessary, A. 
a a 
Every formula with A like uP+a=VP A wa can be transformed into a 
R R 
formula with A: 'uP+q= 'vP A 'wq by writing every factor 'tr in the form 
r! tr. The 't;., ... J., can be looked upon 1 o: as components of a new r-vector 'tr 
and 2°: as another kind of components-of the same r-vector tr. 
In the same way we may deal with transvections. Let (vPwP)IP and 
vP AP wP 2) be defined by 
(1.8) 
1 ) Of. SCHOUTEN [5], p. 118 f. 
2) Notations of NIJENHUIS proposed in NL 56. 
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then we wish to choose {JP in such a way that from 
(1.9) up+q = VPA Wq; Up+q = VPAWq; VI1IP-1wl1lq-1 = 0 Wl1lq-1 vl1lp-1 = 0 
it follows that 
(1.10) 
This is true if and only if 
(l.ll) 
hence 
(1.12) c l R {J = - I· {J = pi p p.' p • 
c 
It is very remarkable that with this 0-value {JP the rule that, after writing 
out and taking together equal terms, every term gets just the coefficient 
± l also holds for transvections. 
We are now able to fix the adapted coefficient yin a product like (1.2). 
In such a product the upper valence, here f+g -k is divided upon the 
factors and this gives what we call a partition, here of f+g -k into f+r 
and g -s. The same holds for the lower valence, here p + q -k. The remaining 
indices (here k) form several sets of transvections, here four with valences. 
a, b, c and d. Now if the product is written out and if all equal terms are 
taken together it is easy to see that the coefficients of all terms are ± I 
if and only if y is the product of the partition-coefficients 1) of the upper 
and the lower valence number of the product for the partitions induced by 
the factorization, divided by the product of the factorials of all transvected 
c 
sets. For this value of y we write y. Hence for -the example (1.2) we have 
{1.13) 0 (p+q-k) (f+g-k) 1 y= p-u f-r a!b!c!d! 
c c . 
As we see 1Xp in (1.6) and {JP in (1.8} are special cases of the general formula. 
If we apply the rule for transforming a 0-formula into an R-formula 
c . 
to the general case, we see that in order to get y we have to multiply 
R 
y with the product of the factorials of the upper and lower valence of 
the product divided by the product of the factorials of the upper and 
lower valence of each factor. Then we get for the example (1.2) 
(1.14) ; = ( P) ( q ) ( f ) ( g ) a! b! c! d! 
a, c b, d a, b c, d 
1 ) The partition-coefficient of p with respect to the partition p = a1 + ... +au 
is p!/~!a2 ! ... au! and is written ( p )· It is the number of possible sets of 
al, ... ,au-1 
a 1, ... , au elements that can be formed from p elements. 
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R 
and this is an example of the general rule that y is the product of the 
partition-coefficients of the valence numbers of all factors multiplied by the 
factorials of the valences of all transvected sets. This means that if the 
form of a term is known its adapted coefficient 0- or R- can always be 
written down immediately without any computing. As we will see in the 
following, the R-coefficients have the advantage that during deductions 
they always furnish just those values that are needed for the application 
of Euler's rule for partition-coefficients. But they have one disadvantage, 
the coefficients of the terms are no longer integers. This is i~portant 
if from the intrinsic point of view instead of an ordinary vector space 
a module is considered over a ring which does not contain the field of 
real numbers as a subring 1). However, even in this case, the R-coefficients 
could be used temporarily during deductions, because we know that the 
whole computing could be done also with 0-coefficients and because 
every result can always be translated immediately into the 0-notation. 
The importance of adapted coefficients is due to the following fact. 
Let we call a product with a factor y like (1.2) a normalized product 
of P and Q and let us form some normalized product of R and another 
normalized or contraction tensor product. Take for instance 
(1.15) 
and form 
( 1.16) T = w {R S} RifJ[t+u-k-fJ SiYi!-.x-yl 
' iY[P+q-k-y ifJim-.x-{3] 
where w{R, S} stands for the adapted coefficient in this normalized 
product of R and S. If now R and S are substituted by their values (1.1) 
and (1.15) we get a number of terms and the coefficients of these terms 
are, if we use R-coefficients, just the products of the adapted coefficients 
w{P, Q} in (1.1) and w{Z}= (f)(:) £X! in (1.15) and the terms arising in 
the development of w{R, S} according to Eulers rule: 
o, ... ,fJ o •... ,y 
w {R,S} = 1 1 w,~' {R,S}; 
" I' ( 1.17) 
w,l' {R,S}der(l:r) (g;s) (p;u) (q~v) c~~) (m;~)P! y! 
x+J..=fJ; Jl+V = y. 
Hence 
(1.18) T= w {P Q} w{Z} ""'± w {R S} pl><iaib[J-1->< Qilicidiu-z-.1. zi<>IYI!-<>-:-Yl 
' .£.. "·I' ' lplaic[p-u-p l•lbldlq-v-v i<>ifJim-.x-{JJ 
"·I' 
Now 
lw{P Q}w{Z}w {RS}=( f)( g)( P )( q )( l )(m) (1.19) ' "~' ' a,b,-x c,d,J.. a,c,f' b,d,v ~.y ~.{3 
£X! p! y! a! b! c! d! 
1 ) Cf. FRoLICHER and NIJENHUIS [1], p. 340. 
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and this is just the adapted R-coefficient w"~'{P, Q, Z}. In the same way 
is proved for the general case : 
Proposition I 
If a normalized product is build of normalized products, the right adapted 
coefficient appears automatically in every term. 
Of course this holds for R-coefficients and 0-coefficients both. This has 
as consequence that, during deduction, we have never to compute any 
coefficient because in every term the coefficient depends only on the 
valences in this term .and can be put in at any moment if necessary. 
Now this leads to a notation that allows us to evade the writing down 
of coefficients. To this end we introduce the operation: "to multiply 
a term with its own adapted coefficient" and write the symbol & for the 
operator. Using this symbol, it is no longer important whether we use 
R- or 0-coefficients, because the coefficients do not appear during the 
deductions, and where it seems necessary to write them down for some 
computing or for giving a result explicitly, everybody can chose at that 
moment the kind of coefficients that suits him best. 
There is only one occasion where terms appear with coefficients not 
equal to the adapted coefficient. As an example we consider the trans-
vection (PP Qq)1• 1 ) 
(1.20) 
and apply such an operation two times after each other: 
(121) (PPQ) =&PI•Itlv-•-tQ =(P)(q)slt!plsltlv-•-tQ 
· q l•lt !sltlq-s-t 8 ,t_ 8 ,t · · I•Itlo-s-t 
On the other hand we have 
(1.22) 
~ (PP Qq) !s+t = & ps+t I p-s-t Q,+t I q-s- t = 
? = Crt)C!t) (s+t)! pl•+tlv-·- Q,.+tlq-·-t 
hence 
(1.23) l (Pb Qq)lslt = & plsltlv-s-t Qlsltlq-s-t = 
= (8+t) (PP Q) = (8+t) & p!s+t!v-s-tQ 
8 q !s+t 8 ls+t!q-•-t 
This can be expressed in the rule 2) : 
1) Notation of NIJENHUIS, proposed in NL 56. 
2) It is important to remark that a partition has to be considered already as 
effected if it has been performed explicitly only in the upper or only in the lower 
indices. So the coefficient of adaption of 
plu+vlv-uQiu[q-uRivlr-vlisC:.v)(~)(:)u! v! = (u~v)(~)(:) (u+v)! 
and not (u~v) (~) (;) u! v! 
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If in a general product a transvection over s + t indices is submitted to a 
partition into sand t indices, an extra factor must be introduced, equal to the 
partition coefficient of this partition. 
§ 2. The GO-method 
In its most developed form 1) the GC-method is based on two algebraic 
operations A8 and 1., the symbol d of the exterior differentiation and a 
differential operator [,], defined by the formulae 
(2.1) Rh+k-s =ph A Qk= & pis[h-sQk] m+l-s m s l [m 1•1!-sl 
R (h) (l C & -+ y = 8 8 ) s! and y (h+k-8)!(m+l-8)! ! ! (h-8)!k!m!(l-8)! 8 
(2.2) Rh-s = (Pk) = & plslh-s I 
m- s m Is lslm-s 
(2.3) 2) I (dw)P+1 = & ()[1 wpJ I 
R C 
& -+ y = 1 and y = p + 1 
Rh+k-s =[Ph • Qk] = 
m+l-s+1 m' l 
(2.4) & Pi~h-s 011 Q~~1IZ-s+1J + (-1)Q& Q1:[k-s 0it p~~llm-s+ll + 
+ (-1)" & p[h 0 Qlslk-s] + (-1)T & Q[k 0 plslh-s] is[m-s 1 !] ls[!-s 1 m] 
r=m(l-s)+k(h -s)+m+l+ 1 
e -a=kh+lm+s(l+h)+m+l+ 1 
1 ) The method was developed for h = k = 8 = 1 in the definition of A 8 , for 
8 = 1 in the definition of Is and for h = 8 = 1, k = 0 in the definition of [~] in 
FR6LICHER and NIJENHUIS [1], and [2]. In these publications Q} "'P!, and Q1 "'Pi,. 
stands for what we here write Pi,. A1 Q}, Pi,. A1 Q1• In the correspondence mentioned 
above NIJENHUIS introduced the symbols "'• and Is in the sense of our A3 and 1. 
and [,] in the sense of our [~] for h = 8, k = 0. We agreed both to the notation 
used here because it gives Cartan's A as a special case of A8 • In [~] the 8 is only 
used temporarily for the deduction and will be dropped later as soon as we know 
the eight possible cases. 
2 ) In (2.3) and (2.4) the symbol () behaves formally like a covariant factor of 
valence 1. 
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(2.4) being valid only for the following values of h, k, m, l and s: 
(2.5) 
I h=l, k=I,s=I 
II h= I, m=O, s= I 
II'k=l, l=O,s=I 
IIIm=O, l=O,s=I 
IV h=s, k=O 
IV' k=s, h=O 
(! (J 
ml+I m 
k I 
h m+h+I 
hk h+I 
e -a=lm+sl+m+l+ I 
T 
ml+l+ I 
l+ I 
h 
kh+h+I 
ml-ms+m+l+ I 
ml-ms+s+m+l+ I 
V h=O,m=s-I ~ trivial·&Qis[k-s() p ·&plslh-s() Q V'k=O, l=s-I · [l 1 s-11' [m 1 s-11" 
We first prove : 
Proposition I I. If between P';,. and Q~ no algebraic relations exist the 
eight cases I-V' give the only values for which R in (2.4) is a concomitant of 
Pand Q. 
We introduce an auxiliary symmetric connexion r; .. and write down 
all correction terms needed to transform () into J7. The expression R is 
a concomitant if and only if the sum of all these corrections terms vanishes. 
For transvections of the form S'A, (Ta A Ub) we make constantly use of 
Euler's relation 
(2.6) (a+b) 0• ... ,r (a) (b) = "' · V=r-u 
r -"" u v ' u 
that, using R-coefficients, leads to 
s• A, (Ta A Ub) = etb) r! Sl•l (T A U)lrla+b-r= 
(2.7) = o~.( -I)•(a-ul (:) (:) r! 8 1' 1 Tiu[a-u Ulvlb-vl= o.~.( -I)•(a-u) (:) v! 
{(:) (:) u! Slulvl Tiu[a-u} vlvlb-v] =o"f( -I)V(a- bl(S'AuTa) Av Ub; u+ V= r 
w 
Using the sign & we can also write 
o ..... r 
2.8) & Sl•l (T A U)lrla+b-r= L ( -I)v(a-u & Sl•l Tiu[a-u Ulvlb-v]; u+v=r 
" 
valid for 0- and R-coefficients both. This is an application of the rule 
that, with the use of &, transvections of products can be written down without 
looking at the absolute values of the coefficients. 
The correction terms of (2.4) are now 
(2.9) 
(-1)1 & Pi~[h-s r:~::1,1 Q~Lis,-2ll-s+1J = 0 
a)= (-1)" & Pi~[h-s r:~::1 Q~Lis,-lll-sl 
(3) = & pl•dh-s rl Qls.-lll-s+1l [m 11,11.1 ll,lk-1] 
(-1)e+1 & Qisdk-s rl1,1 phl - 0 [l 11,11,1 l1ols,-2lm-s+1l-
y) = (-1)e+s & Qlsdk-s rl1,1 phl [l 11,11 l1,ls,-1lm-sJ 
o)= (-1)Q &Qisdk-s r1 pl1alh-1] 
[l 11,11,1 ls,-1lm-s+1J 
e) = (-1 )" & prh p11,1 Ql1,ls,-11lc-sl 
Is, [m- s 111,1 ZJ 
C)= (-1)a+s & pr" r1 Ql1,ls,lk-s-1J lsdm-s 111,1 lJ 
'l'l) = (-l)T & Q[k pl1d pl1als1 -1lh-s] 
., lsdl-s 111,1 ml 
())= (-1)T+s &Qisdl-s p1 pl1,lsdh-s-1] 
h 1llal m] 
Because the r;,. are arbitrary we must have a+n=O; (3+o=0; 
y+e=O and C+()=O if no algebraic relations between P and Q exist. 
From a+ 17 = 0 and y + s = 0 we get respectively 
(2.10) ~a) r=m(l-8)+k(h -8)+m+l+ 1 
?b) e -a=kh+lm+8(l+h)+m+l 
and from (3+o=0: 
) 
(-1)h-s&p(lls,-1[h-sQl)k-1) + 
2 11 [m ls,-1ll-s+1J ( · ) + (-1)e+k-s&Q(lls,-1[k-s pll:h-11 = 0 
[I ls,-1lm-s+1l 
For 8 = 1 this gives the conditions 
(2.12) I h = 0 or k = 0 or e = hk + ml I ; 8 = 1 
but for 8> 1 both terms in (2.11) must vanish and this gives the conditions 
a) (2.13) b) h < 8 or l < 8- 1 or k = 0 I 1 . 8> k<8 or m<8-1 or h=O ' 
From C + () = 0 we get an expression in which for every value of 8 both 
terms must vanish and this gives the conditions 
(2.14) a) b) 
k<s+ 1 or m<s 
h<s+ 1 or l <8 
These conditions together give just the eight possibilities (2.5) from 
which only four are nontrivial and essentially different. We give here 
these four cases explicitly: 
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I h=1,k=1,s=Il) 
Rt =[Pt Qt]=(-1)ml+t[Qt pt]=Zpiti 0 Qt+(-1)m!+tmQ11i 0 pt + 
m+! m' ! ! ' m [m III !J [! Ill m] 
+(-1)mmpt 0 Q't'+(-I)ml+l+1zQt 0 pili ll[m-1 1 !] 11[!-1 1 mJ" 
II h= I, m=O, s= 1 2) 
(2.14) 
Rk- [P1 Qk] _ (-1)k[Qk p1]- £Qk _ piti ..._ Qk+ l- ' l - l' - l - ulll ; 
p 
+(-1) kkQ'l[k-1 o pll + (-1) l+tzQk o pll' 
! III IH!-1 11 ' 
III l=0,m=0,s=1 3 ) 
Rh+k-t= [Ph, Qk] = (-1) hk[Qk,Ph] = h piHh-t 0111 Qkl + 
+(-I) hkQitrk-t 0111 pl 
IV h=s, k=O (we drop now the sin~) 4) 
Of these four cases II and IV are the of "£-type". We prove: 5) 
Proposition II I 
The [,] operations of the £-type can be expressed in terms of algebraic 
operations and the covariant derivative (rotation). 
The proposition is well known for the case II. For the case IV we have 
£ Qz= [P~, Qz]=(h~1)P~~ 011 Qh-tll-h+tl + (-I)m-h+t(~) ( 0rt P~') Qlhll-hJ= 
p 
= (h~ 1) p~~ 011 Qh-lil-h+1J + (-1) 1(~) p~ 01 Qihll-hl 
+ (-I)m-h+l ()[1 (PAhQ)m+!-h]=P~ Ah (dQ)l+l + 
+ (-1)m-h+1(d(PAhQ))m+l-h+l 
. 
1) This occurred first in NIJENHms [1] for l = m = 1 and [2] for general values 
of l and m. 
2 ) £Q~ is the ordinary Liecderivative of Q~ with respect to the vector P 1• 
p 
3 ) This occurred first in ScHOUTEN [3] p. 451, cf. ScHOUTEN [5], p. 67. 
4 ) £Q1 occurred first (with proportional coefficients) in the first paper of this 
p 
series [6], p. 377. For s = 1 it was already in FR6LICHER and NIJENHUIS [1], p. 348 
and for m = 0 in ScHOUTEN [6], p. 376. The idea to combine both cases to the 
more general case IV was expressed by NIJENHUIS in NL 56. 
5 ) NIJENHUIS NL 56 for the case IV. 
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or 
£ Q = [P,Q] = PAh dQ + (--l)m-h+l d (P Ah!J) 
p 
(2.16) 
The operations of the GC-method as well as those of the VN-method 
are in the foregoing defined by means of the coordinate method. From 
this point of view they may be interpreted as abbreviations of operations 
of ordinary tensor calculus. But this was done only for shortness and 
they can just as well be established by means of intrinsic methods. That 
tensors and tensorfields can be defined in this way is well known and 
for the operations of the GC-method intrinsic definitions were given by 
FRoLICHER and NIJENHUIS 1). The same holds of course for the VN-
method. From this intrinsic point of view the valence numbers are no 
longer marks for places where indices should be written but only numerical 
invariants of intrinsically defined tensors and the symbols [ ] and ( ) 
are no longer invitations to alternate or to mix sets of indices but only 
symbols for intrinsically defined operations between tensors. The GC-
method gives shorter formulae than the VN -method. In comparison 
with ordinary tensor calculus the first saves about 80 % and the second 
about 60 % (perhaps a bit more if the symbol & is used and if the adapted 
coefficients are rather complicated). But the GC-method needs for its 
application a table of fundamental identities whereas for the VN -method 
the ordinary rules for the use of [ ], ( ) and II are sufficient. Also, with 
the VN-method concomitants can be written down that (for instance 
(1.2) and the terms in formulae like (2.4), (2.9) and (3.4)) can not be 
expressed by the four operations of the GC-method (whose authors have 
been so wise not to over extend the method by the introduction of more 
symbols). So there will always be some need for a calculus able to express 
all calculations and here the VN-method comes in very handy because 
it is much shorter than tensorcalculus, easy to learn, and as intrinsic 
as the GC-method itself. 
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